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When I'm arrival Chia Nan University, I have met my advisor, His name is Prof.MingHuang, Wang. He so kind and polite. And I have met the Dean of department, he so friendly.

We talked about the schedule, studying and adaptation.

They took us around the campus. Watch the classroom here, and watch cooking
room.

There is a coffee room, tea maker and cocktails.

@Tainan Flower Night Market
Tainan Flower Night Market is the most famous night market in Tainan , There are
many merchants and have a lot of product and food. Tainan Flower Night Market is the
biggest night market in Tainan , a people is all bustling.

At the market, we find a various of food and I find Thai food too. In Tainan, all food is
cooked new. And various of Tainan food is good taste.

@Chihkan Tower (Fort Provintia)
Today we visited Chihkan Tower in Tainan, Input value is 50 NT. per person. In 1653,
the 7th year of Emperor Yongli’ s reign in the Ming dynasty, Dutch VOC built Fort Provintia in
southern Taiwan, across a shallow lagoon (Historically referred to as the Bay of Taijiang)
from Fort Zeelandia in Anping.The D utch m ade Fort Zeelandia the center of their
government power, and Fort Provintia a hub of administrative and commercial activities.
Fort Provintia comprises three square-shaped bases joined to one another; upon
each of which perches a Western-style structure. The walls are made of red bricks and a
mixture of water, sugar, glutinous rice and ground oyster shells as the mortar, for durability
that has lasted more than 300 years, as exemplified by the remains of thick walls and
arches.

A phenomenal structure with upturned eaves and red tiles, Chihkan Tower has proved
to be versatile over more than three centuries: it was a Western castle when Taiwan was
under Dutch rule, a Chinese style pagoda in the Qing dynasty, an army hospital during the
Japanese period, and currently a museum testifying to the past glory.

In 1983, Chihkan Tower was designated a Class-1 historic site by the Ministry of the Interior.

@TAINAN GRAND MATSU TEMPLE
Matsu, Goddess of the sea, is worshiped as heavenly queen or Tianhou in
Chinese. Among the approximately 400 Matsu temples in Taiwan. Tainam ’s Grand Matsu
Temple, or Tainan Tianhou Temple holds a venerable and highly-respectable position,
because it was the first official Matsu temple ever built and the only one that was ever listed
historically in the official record of rites. Moreover, its spectacular and rich architectural
features, its statue of the Goddess and other historical relics make it a palace of folk art.

@Anping Tree House
I have an opportunity to went to Anping Tree House with my teacher and my
advisor in Chia Nan University.

Pedal-Powered Waterwheels :
Experience ancient village lift ; manually pedal these waterwheels until the water is
full and the waterwheels begin to rotate on their own.

The Anping Tree House, located behind Tait & Co. Merchant House, was originally
the company’s warehouse. During the Japanese period it was used to store salt for the
Anping Branch of Japanese Salt Corporation and had a floor area of over 4,600 m2. After
world war two, it became a warehouse for Taiwan’s main salt factory, the Taiwan salt
corporation, and than lay empty after the relocation of the Corporatio n. The surrounding
banyan filled the void, ultimately forming a living banyan roof and walls of banyan roots.
Architects later renovated the abandoned warehouse with raised wooden paths and steel
structures for a bird’s-eye view of the trees, making it a spectacular new tourist attraction in
Tainan.

This building was a com pound of Japanese m ixed European style in the early
Japanese colony, built in 1922, completely constructed from timber and surrounded by
weatherboard cladding, has been listed as city historic monument in May, 2003.
In 1899, the salt monopoly system was carried out, and managed by the “Monopoly
Bureau of Japanese Governor-General of Taiwan.”

The Anping office of Tainan Branch dealt with the salt affairs at Anping. After the
world war II, this site was used as the Taiwan salt staff quarters. It was also a record to the
history of Taiwan salt development during more than 80 years.

This tree is over 100 years old. Because this tree is a pair of trunks, but with a single
root. So they are believed that if we write a blessing in the wood and hang on the tree, we
will be happy in love.

Here, there are ice cream for sale, they sprinkle a little of salt on ice cream. (orange
colour on ice cream is salt) This is a surprising thing for me !

At the night, my advisor in Chia Nan University invited and bring me and my teacher
from Thailand to eat a dinner at the hotel. They celebrated for a student that will graduate
soon. And they give our some gift from Taiwan and take a photo together.

26th April, 2018 at Chia Nan University have a competition about “Arts Bread
Competition” they will choose 12 from 30 people and compete again. For world champion
cup.
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